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HARTFORD, CONN., MARCH,

The Trinity Tablet.
This paper, published monthly, is designed to be an
exponent of the views of the

I

STUDENTS OF TRINITY COLLEGE,
and to furnish subscribers with all the

NEWS OF THE COLLEGE WORLD
in ge~eral.

I ts editors will endeavor to make it

attractive in form and matter, and will spare no pains
to render it worthy of the favor with which it has
hitherto been received.
The TABLET will be sent to any address upon receipt of the subscription pric~,

$2.00

per annum.

Specimen numbers free.
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HARTFORD, CONN.

HARTFOR°' CoNN.

KRUG, PARISH & CO.,

Manefacturers

ef Cigars,

LADIES' & GENTS' BOOTS & SHOES
Made to Order and Repaired.

AND DEALERS IN

Smoking & Chewing Tobaccos,

ROSE & MITCHELL,

Snuffs, Meerschaum and Briar Pipes, &c.

68 ASYLUM S'IREE'"I,

267 MAIN ST., HARTFORD, CONN. ·
MI<.:HAEL POWERS,

L, KRtJG,

CHAS. KUEHNHOLD,

R, B, PARISH,

DEALERS IN

PIANOS, ORGANS,
AND SHEET Music.
BILLIARD ROOMS,
MATT.

No.

262

H.

HEWINS'

MAIN STREET, are the Favorite Resort

of the Gentlemen of Hartford.
Ten of H. W. Cotr.ANDER's SUPERIOR TABLES.
Good Attendance always at hand.

•All the more desirable of the new M usica)
Publications received each wrek,
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Watches, Jewelry,

SPRING GOODS
IN STORE!

SILVER WARE, ETC.,

I have just returned from market with a
line of

DEMING

NO.

20

&

GUNDLACH,

CHOICE GOODS FOR
ME.N'S WEAR!

STATE STREET,

HARTFORD, CONN.

WHICH I AM PREPARED TO

Make to Order in first class Sty le
Watches of all kinds repaired

AND AT

Short Notice.

in the best manner and

Very Respectfully,

warranted to run well.
H. A.

L.

DEMING.

JOHN

LEHR,

HENRY S. BRIGGS,

WILLIAM L. MOTT,
No. 87 Asylum Street,

J.

Over Conklin's "Bazaar."

GUNDLACH.

HARTFORD, CONN.,

PUBLISHER OF

381

MAIN

S·r.,

HARTFORD,

CT.

ORNAMENTAL

The Church Standard, CONFECTI ONER,
A small sized, low priced, CHURCH
issued once a week.

PAPER,

TERMS.
copy to January
1 o copies
•'
1

;io

>.

..

"

1, 1874,

"
"

11.00

to one address,
"

''

7. 5o
10.00

ALSO PUBLISHES AND HAS FOR SALE

va~ety of Church and Sunday School Books,
Cards and Certificates, including the Hartford
Convocation Series, for Baptism, Confirmapon, Matrimony and Holy Communion.
ALSO HAS FOR SALE

Bibles, Testaments, Prayer Books, and various editions of the Hymnal, with and without music, Sermon
faper, and Communion wine.
Emblems and Letterings in variety for Church, Sunday School, and College use.
Address orders to

W. L. MOTT,

C,k,,rch Bpolt Depository, 87 AayJµm St., Hartford, C,:.

Ladies' and Gentlemen's lee
Cream and Dining Room.
WEDDING & O'IHER PAR'flES
Supplied with every requisite. .

PEARL CRA YQN.
Something New in Photography.
This picture is superior to the Porcelain, and may
he used equally well in
LOCKETS, CASES, OR FRAMES.
Ca11 and see them.

Photographing in all its hranches in tht htst stylt.
Particular attentiongivtn to CL.ASS PICTURES.
FRAMING in every style done to order.

E. P. & WM. KELLOGG,
279 Main Street.
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HART.FORD,

CoNN.,

A REJ.lflNISOENO.E.
One eve while the Autumn sun was slowly i,:inking
In the crimson glory of the Western skies,
I sat by the lo1dly Rhine pl'ofoundly thinking
Of the parting words of one I deemed most wise.
''My boy, waste not your mind on Fancy's pinion,
Put away each picture.J, fanciful ideal,
And seek alone for an absolute dominion
O'er hardy science which alone is real."
I si~hed a~ I thought of a life made sad and dreary
By a dearth of all that is beautiful in art;
As though on the desert sands I wandered weary,
Berefc of the cooling streami; that cheer the heart.
l\Iy mind sank down 'neath the tomes of knotty
science,
As a flower pressed down by the foot of man to
t>ar:h,
Yes ! I longed to bid to my tutor'~ words defiance,
And forbidden stores of poetry unearth.
I mused till aroused by a beam of sunset glory,
Which flushed from a brooklet rippling nt my side ;
I saw that the stream that. I loved for its myth and
s!ory,
W »s crh1soned with those hues to Art denied.
It seemoJ ns though the Rhine wi1h its dark, weird
mountains,
Itsel was a story of mysterious lore,
Which ~Jow:ed with the hues from the spnrkling
nymph land-fountains,
Of legends and traditior's golden store.
And as I viewed an old baronial castle,
In outline towering 'gainst the ruddy skies;
Which once in irs pl"ime kne\V many a loyal va• sal,
It seemed to me as the mind of the ~roly wii-,e.
For the changing hues of the ivy over-growing,
As it shone with the purple rays of the eetting
sun, •
G ,ve beauty grRnd to the pile, and o'er it throwing
A l'harm uukuown to the bare nnd simple i-tonc,
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E'en thus the mind though a structure grand, is
blighted,
And i:4 bleak and bare, when stripped of the
twining vine,
Is colri and dark, by the ro~y tint~ unlighted,
Which stream from th~ skies of Poetry divine.
Ah, ) es, let my mind be a ca--tle grand and towering,
With Imagination's ivy round my heart;
With its ever-varying hue8, my soul embowering,
In the golden beams of Poesy and Art.
THE GYMNASIUM.

When the gym1iasium was first opened it
was filled with shidents at almost every hom·
of the day, and every one seemed to enter
with spirit into the exercise. Now the case
is different. Few men go regularly, the building is neYer properly heated, the windows are
broken, the floors and apparatus are al ways
coated with uust. Indian clubs are scattered
over the floors, and e-verythi11g betokens a
want of cure and order. Naturally we inquire the cause of this disorder, and try to
have it remedied. The trm\ble is this; we
need a director for our gymnasium, a good,
practical, honest man, and one who understands his business thoroughly; a man who
will see that the building is properly warm~d
·and ventilated, who will keep mis~hievous fel..
lows from a wilful destruction of property, and
who is competent to teach all branches of gym ..
nastic exercises. In addition to this, should
we get the right sort of a man we would not
need a trainer for our boat crews. Croakers
will say that you could not get one out of
every ten to exercise regularly with the
class. Perhaps not. But this difficul,ty cat\
easily uc obviated by offering prizeij for excellence in the several apartments of gymnasti~
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exercises. Then there will-be some object in . by the most perfect instruments which modview, our gymnasium will be of some practi- ern art and ingenuity have invented, and
cal good, and we will find increasing health some of the most ingenious and most satisand vigor among our students. The plan. factory machines arc, we are proud to say,
has been tried at all the principal colleg s the work of our own professor.
throughout the country, and has been invariIf there is any one study which is utterly
ably attended with success, and more particu• incomprehensil>lo to those who have only a
larly at P1-inceton where they have as director, text book to guide them, that study is AstronGoldie, one of the champions at the Scottish omy. The complex and nrious motions of
games. Everything is done" decently and ·n the solar system and the many forces which
order" and almost every one thinks it hi regulate these motions are most perplexing
duty to try for one of the prizes. Why can- to the student who has not' the advantages of
not we have something of the same kind here such a course as ours. Practical illustrations
at Trinity ? We have money enough, and and ocular demonstrations are much more
nothing prevents it except that peculiar ten- satisfactory, and at the same time, more easily
dency to stick to worn-out customs, and to do retained, than the clearest pen-and-ink explathings as our g1·andfathers did, many years nations and hence the use of orreries, globes,
before us. Somethiug must be done; we etc, is apparent. But in addition to our inmust at least try to keep up with the progress- struments and apparatus, excellent as these
i ve spirit of the times, or expect to be over- are, we have at Trinity what is of infinitely
more Yalue in this study. · All our machinery
whclmed by it.
If the trustees sec fit to get the director, we would be comparatively useless if we bad not
. have no doubt that numbers of our Alumni an efficient instructor to explain its use and
would gladly come forward to establish th
nature, and to elucidate those confusing parts
prizes which would be at once the most popu- of our text books upon which instmmcnts
lar among the students, as well as the most 1:1hed no helping light. ],ortunately, we are
beneficial for them, and would carry the · blessed l1ere with one of the best teachers in
the land, and to him we are indebted for the
names of the donors to posterity.
proficiency which is attained by all 'rrinity
men in the higher mathematics. And, in
THE MATHEMA. TIOAL DEPARTMENT.
If there is any one thing of which Trinity view of all these facts we · feel conceited
men ought to feel particularly proud, it is our en_ough · to say that we have one of the best,
mathematical department. Excellent as it if uot the best college mathematical depart,.
has always seemed, we do not think that we ment in the country.
ever fully appreciated its great value until this
term. And now, when wo Juniors have arOUR OREWS.
rjve(j at the higher branches of this part of
It seems to be a characteristic of Trinity
tl~e course, we cannot but notice the admira- tudcnts to rush wildly into every new exciteble manner in which it js ~onductcd.
ment, aud then, after a little while, to give it
· TJ1e most obscure aIJd 11uiute11igible pas- up cntfrely, and to relapse into t11eir uormal
sages iu Olmsted are made perfectly clear to state of indifference and inactivity. Just now,
the dullest minds by the h~cid explanations when the warm spring air infuses some Jife
of our worthy professor, and by bis e~celleut nd energy into even the laziest of us, tlie
~pparatua.
periodical rowing fever has taken possession
~verythilJg i~ onr. tc~t boo\s js jllusb·l).ted · of the college, and we hear of nothing but
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crews, shells, and prospective contests. The
Freshman and Sophomore classes have eaclr
organized crews, and are enteliug upon the
hard routine of training with unusual zeal.
The university six has been chosen, and is
busily at work preparing for the 8pringfield
regatta. All this reminds us much of last
year, when the same degree of interest was
manifested, and when we looked forward with
much confidence towards being represented
in the college races. But we were disappointed then, and the natural inference is, that we
will be disappointed again, unless interest in
boating is much better sustained than it bas
been heretofore.
The fact is, that unless we enter a crew
this year, we ipso facf,o excommunicate ourselves from the Association and suffer the pen- ,
alties consequent thereupon. On account of
our failure to put in an appearance last year,
we have lost our vote in the coming Conven~
tion. Now, in view of these facts, of what .
we have forfeited by our past cour~e, and of
what we will lose unless we are active this
year, it seems as if the necessity of hard work
must ho apparent to every one.
Our crews have wisely begun thus early in
the season to prepare, for they will require
much training and much practice to make a
good, show next summer. And now, what we
shall need most is the assistance of a competent trainer for a few weeks in June to correct
those mistakes which must necessarily be overlooked by the inexperienced eyes of our students. We uuderstaml that the Faculty is
wi1lit:g to secure and pay for such a man provided that the crew will promise defiuitely to
enter the regatta.
We have, therefore, everything favorable
to our prospects, and unless the disastrous
'rrinity tendency to indifference and laxity
prevails, we will send a strong six to Springfield.
Meanwhile a few hints to those in training
may not be amiss : Above all things, stick to
1

1
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your prescl'iued regulations, for nothing is so
disastrous as intermittent work. No crew,
of however good material, can expect success
without earnest, persistent, hard work. Don't
let it be said of you that you had to succumb
to that fatal disease, carelessness. Secondly,
do nc,t be afraid to use plain language with
respect to the abilities of those who have
been chosen. If you find an incapable man
on your crew, don't be squeamish about dropping him. It is better to sacrifice delicacy of
feeling, than to go into a race with a weak
point in your boat.
And let us offer a suggestion which we m·e
sure will not fail to prove beneficial if adopted.
It is to get s~me competm1t fellow to criticise
your stroke at the weights, and to coach you
in other points of general work. This will,
we think, prove of great advantage. It is a
service which the captain cannot adequately
perform, and it is, undoubtedly, a very necessary one. There are several fellows in college
who are perfectly able to do· this, and who
would be entirely willing to make such sacrifices as so monotonous a duty must involve.
8uch a course will materially aid in securing
uniformity of time and action, and will be allefficient in harmonizing the different elements
of the crew. Fourthly, and lastly, we would
say to the club ;--Don't have any scruples
about begging for money. Be instant in season and out of season. Tackle every student,
professor, and alumnus, yes, even every man,
woman and child who ever has had, or ever
will have the slightest interest in our college,
~nd dou't let one go uutil you have gotten
something, however small it may ue, for the
maintainance and support of boating interests here. The end, in this case, justifies the
means. Our reputation is at stako, and unless we can send in a good, well-equipped. six,
we shall fully deserve that contemptuous opinion which is already we fear, beginning to set
tlc down upon us. All we want is money,
perseverance, and pluck to enable us to make
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a good record this year. We are glad to see I know where to begin. We will, however,
the activity and energy which hav~ attended first state its occasion and then go on to dethe formation of the class crews. 1,he com- scribe its character.
petition and rivalry between these will go far
The insurance upon our college buildings is
toward sustaining a general interest and en- renewed once every four years, and this rethusiasm in boating matters.
newal is made on or about Feb. 23d. And,
Even if the Freshmen do not enter the re- during the few hours when there is no insurgatta, as we understand they now intend to ance upon the buildings, the Faculty allows
do, their energy will have a great deal of the students the privilege of illuminating the
influence in keeping the rest of us up to the : college in honor of the day which we then
mark.
' celebrate. Thls year the undergraduates took
Aud in this connection it may not be amiss full advantage of this permission and the colto call attention to Mr. Balch's admirable lege was probably more brilliantly lighted up
work. This book will be found advertised in than at any previous time. The members of
another column. It is a most admirable thing the Phi Kappa, B. B. and I. K. A. societies disand should be in the hands of every boating played the emblems of their.respective organman in college. In it may be found many izations in beautiful transparencies, each sovaluablo hints to amateurs, as well as much ciety appropriating a" section" and illuminaintcresting information regarding the history ting it with great taste and skill. Whe1·e ·all
and progress of aquatic sports in .America. were so good, comparisons are impossible and
We heartily commend it as well deserving a criticism finds nothing upon which to exercise
careful perusal.
itself. The othe1· windows were filled with
As to our prospects nt Springfield, of course patriotic emblems appropriate to the do.y, or
everything is uncertain. We can hal'dly hope simp.ly with rows of candles. Ilo IIm Tla,y
for the first place where there are so many was well represented by one of the windows
competitors, but hard work and diligent train- in Jarvis, but we failed to catch a glimpse of
iug, will certainly go.in us an honorable posi- any of tho well-known symbols of the G. T.
tion, and this is what we should most earn- · Where were they ?
cstly: strive for.
'rhe general effect, as seen from the streets
leading towards the college was most magnifJVASHINGTON'S BIR1'HJJAY.
icent, ., a spectacle never to be forg~ttcn" as
The 22d of February was this year, as al- l)ne of the daily papers says.
1,he whole college was wrapped in blaze
ways, hailed with delight at Trinity. From
time iml!lemorial, and for reasons unknown- of light which shone urilliantly out into the
n uless because of the fact that Trinity Col- darkness of the night, and had an dloct on
lege used to be called Washington University the surrounding neighborhood which Hartford
-this festival has always been celebrated here gas can never produce; i. it roh:lcd pedeswith great zeal. . This year everything passed triauism of those terrors which alw~y., ~,ttcnd
off glot-iously. With the exception of the a walk here in a moonless night.
invitations ('73 was responsible for those) the
But the other illumination, these dazzling
arrangements were unusually perfect. We orbs which sparkled in the Cabinet, we canproceed to give a brief skelch of the festivi- not yenture to describe; Everyone who has
ties and begin with what was visible from out- seen Hartfortl· giJ·ls knows the lustre and the
side of the cabinet.
Lrilliaut power of their eyes, and we feel ourIn treating of the illumination we hardly sclrns i11co111pctent to cmn-oy a just idea of

a
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their glory to those unfortunates who have
uever been so blessed as wo. Suffice it tO'
say, that the light then and there- irradiating
completed the sum of our hopes and desires,
and made the illumination of 1873 a grand
success.
During the hour in which the illuminations
took place the college c9cbinet was filling with
smiling, expectant faces, and the friends of
the stud~nts, who, by special invitation were
to enjoy the pleasures of the occasion.
The room was crowded, and the entrance
of the orator and poet of the evening, was
greeted with applause. The front of the hall
was skillfully decorated with flags, festooned
gracefully at the back of the stage, above a
bust of Washington.
.After the overture from the band, Mr. Underhill, of New Orleans, in a pleasantly worded speech introduced Mr. F. 0. Granniss, of
Utica, N. Y., as the orator of the evening.
Mr. Granniss took for his theme, as most appropriate to the occasion "Dignity." The
effort was particularly pleasing, and sparkled
with many poetic passages, and was gracefully
and well delivered. The peroration being
particularly fine, and delivered with a warmth
which showed how fully the orator was inspired to the occasion.
After a short interlude of music, Mr. Underhill introduced the poet of the occasion,
:Mr. C.H. Proctor of Birmingham, Ct. Mr.
Proctor read his production from manuscript.
He entitled it " Truth," but in the progress of
hiR portrayal of truths, aaier having extolled
the truth of Washington, he dipped rather
too far into the secrets of a lady's ~, boudoir''
and brought up some things, which to quote
the remark of a lady, that we overheard,
were just "awful." But turning to picture
the college society-man, he exposed some
truths, that appeared to be exceedingly enjoyed, especially by the ladies~ who seemed to
feel that some amends should be made to
them by the satirist of the moment. The
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poem closed very prettily, and Mr. Proctor
took his seat amidst loud applause.
Immediately after the poem closed, the
Cabinet was cleared of its seats, dancing cards
were distributed, and soon all were ca.rrted
away with the excitement of the ball-room.
There were rather too many present to make
dancing comfortable, but notwithstanding this
circumstance, and the almost suffocating
clouds of dust which, owing to some oversight
in the preparations, filled the apartment after
dancing began, all seemed to enjoy themselves.
The display of ladies dresses was very fine,
nor was beauty of face and form rare. A
fine collation rounded out the hospitalities of
the evening. Shortly before 1 o'clock all dispersed to their homes .
.A NEW OHUROH P.APER.
The " Church Standard," a new weekly
church paper, has just appeared. Its aim
will be " to furnish each week a readable
little paper for church families, and one that
the clergy will welcome as a real help in
their work." The first number is certainly
very readable, and promises well. Its price
is so low that it will place it within the reach
of many families unable to subscribe to the
larger church papers. The publisher of this
paper is W. L. Mott, of this city, whose
advertisement may be found in another column.
PHI BETA KAPP.A. .APPOINTMENTS.

The Rev. E.-F. Burr, D. D., of Lyme, well
known as the author of " Ecce Coelnm" and
of " Pater Mundi," has been elected to deliver the annual oration before the Connecticut Beta of the Phi Beta. Kappa at the next
commencement, and has accepted the appointment. Mr. Arthur Dyer of class '70, has
accepted the appointment to deliver the poem
as we have also noticed in our column of
Personals.
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The first of March. 'rhe first day of Spring.
And yet there is not a spot on the campus
visible, except that unsightly hole back of
Brownell Hall, where work has been already
commenced, and about which, material enough
to build a small town, has been heaped up.
Well, as there is no campus to be seen, we
will have to be content with scraps of college
news.
The Junior appointments were announced
on tbe third of March. The marks upon
which the appointments lire based, were decidedly higher this year, than those obtained
by either of the two preceding claRses. The
lack of data alone prevents us from making
as complementary a co~parison with those of
earlier years. The posting of these marks,
contrary to the usual custom, has called up
no discussion as to whether there should be
a Junior Exhibition this term. 'rhc class of
'7 4 having not yet arrived at that period of
Junior case, when there is no time for everything-but study, arc willing to let the old
custom still remain uncalled forth from the
grave where it now rests so peacefully.
Why cannot the feelings of students be regarded, as well as those of oth<.•r mortals?
But some one may say they are regarded.
Why then are we compelled day after day, to
attend the English recitation, in a cold room ?
ls it l,ocause our worthy Professor has been
making au experiment in a different hranch
of the college curriculum, and thnt ex1,eriment, touching upon the question of heat, has
not been as successful as he expected ? Must
the students be made to · suffer through this
failure? Students do not have constitutions
of iron, and the prevailing illness of so many
ably proves this. So, lot that recitation room
be made comfortable for ordinary mortals,
1:ml~ect to all the different ills of life, and it
will do for tho students.
.As we sit in our sanctum, a smoky Junior's
den, with our pen in hand, and a ulnnk sheet
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of paper before us, in burst that irrepressible
Sophomore, who always will persist in getting
off those wretched puns and awful jokes.
Casting his eye on our hat, which, by the way,
though it has seen some service is good for a
long time yet, and will be in style again in
seven years, he began to smile. We braced
ourselves up for what was coming, but we
must confess that we were astonished when
he broke out with: "Why iR that hat of
yours like the Junior Exhibition?" We
looked at him in a dazed sort of way, and
gave it up. '' Why," said he, "because it is
a thing of the Past." Our vengeance was
aroused, and we turned to vent the full force
of our wrath upon him, but he had suddenly
left.
Now if any one of you remember that hat,
you know how -mean of him it was to say
that. "Comparisons are odious," but if you
don't think so, well,-just come up to my
room and see the hat.
We have heard from good authority, that
all the students are not to be turned out of
old Brownell, but oniy a few of them. For
it is said that the trustees have made a contract with the city, according to which, only
so much of Brownell hall is to be torn down,
as is necessary to give room for the work upon
the State house. This is no doubt ·very satisfactory to those who are to be allowed to
remain, but is hardly so pleasant for the few
who will have to vacate. Und~r this arrangement, our informant says the houses of the
Trinity Block will not be used as dormitories,
hut the students will have to find accommodations in ,Jarvis Hall, or elsewhere.
This to our mind seems unfair. That
those, who have been occupying good rooms
i1~ Brownell, and paying the highest prices
for them, should, without ceremony, be compelled to content themselves with some back
room in Jarvis, long left unoc~cupied on account of its undesirable character, must to
any fair-minded person, seem stra11ge. But
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we must put the best face on the matter, as it
cannot be helped.
For wnnt of space many good things have
been crowded out of this issue, which will
appear in our next.
1'HE NEW SIT.E.
It being now generally understood that the
Faculty with but one excoption> we believe, and
the students with but few exceptions are dissatisfied with the new site for the college, it
· remains for us to give the reasons for such
dissatisfaction. We do not propose to enter
into details, but intend to give our readers
only the principal causes for coi;nplaint. These
are two in number. We object 1st to the
neigl1borhood. 2d, to the distance from the
center of the city.
In regard to the neighborhood, we consider
that the worst of the evils, and will dwell on
that first. The proximity of two burying
grounds has been alluded to in a f0t·mer TABLE1', but more as a joke than as a real argument against the site. They will furnish excellent places for II. II. II., G. T., etc., initiations. Our objections to the neighborhood
are manifold. The houses building in that
locality of the city are not of the kind to in
duce people of wealth and culture to build
there. Such people do not build on suburban
side streets, but on fine city streets and on the
main avenues. The nearness to the stone pits
is very objectionable on account of the noise
of crushing machines, and the bla8ting of the
. rock. One loud blast would very likely seriously injure or dislocate astronomical instrumeuts, or might completely demolish a chemical experiment which had required much care
and many hours to prepare. In' mentioning
the beautiful view seen from the new site,
which the few supporters of the committee's
choice dilate upon, the view from the west
and south-west windows of the new buildings
of a PigYille on Zion street, of no small
dimc11sion~, hns hecu hy accident(?) omitted.
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Fine residences do not mo,e towards Pig: The reason of this is, that so much of the
villes, neither should colleges. Nor is this. water is used by the city before reaching that
Pigville likely to be removed, .as long as distant and elevated point, that its force is
Hartford ·continues to grow, and macadamise very seriously broken.
The land having been purchased in midits streets. For the laborers in the quarries
winter, after the snow was very deep, we haYe
must live here.
So much for the neighborhood. Our 2d been unable to take a stroll over the grounds
objection was the distance from tho center of as we should like to do, and hence we arc
tho city.
unacquainted with the nature of the soilA correspondent to the Hartford Courant which is a very important feature.
It seems to us now as if the prediction of
signing himself Oivis, seems to suppose that.
because but five per cent. of the students o( many men of sound judgment, that " The
Trinity come from this city, that it is no college will _n ot be built on that site," will
matter if the college is located on an out of come true.
the way hill, where the passengers in a distant
railroad train may see it and wonder" What's
MINOR MATTERS.
that," and where the students can study the
THE MANLY .ARTS.
formation of trap rock. He forgets that the
professors and their families, and the students
Do you fence ? Do you box ? 'rhis is now
have daily errands to go, duties to perform in the cry on all sides, and every day, the second
the city, friends to visit, etc.
story hall of the middle section of old BrownWe do not pretend to say that the commit- , ell, becomes the arena of many fierce, and
tee's site is more distant in a" Bee-Hue" from sometimes not altogether bloodless, cncounthe State house than the other suburban sites ; ters. ·
but the acknowledged center of the city is not
The originator of this revival has, we bethe State house, but the depot, and it is high- ·tieve, already received many applications for
ly improbable, or we may say impossible, that instruction, and we hope that he will not rethe center of the city should ever move east, fuse, but will turn out from his school of
or south of that point. The testimony of the training pupils, rivalling him in skill.
"oldest inhabitant" as to the direction of
We are glad to see this awakening interest
the city's growt11, and an examination of in bodily exercise, and we cannot bring ourthe age of the buildings in different parts of selves to believe, the sentiment expres ed by
the city will show bow true this is; and we one of our Faculty, " That all bodily exercise
may add to this, that the land south of the is indulged in at the expense of the mind."
city is not as well adapted to building purTHE FRESmIAN CLASS NOTICF..S.
poses, as ·that to the north and west.
We think, therefore, if we must have a
We caught a glimpse of a class-notice postsuburban site, that it would be better to have ed a few days sinco, and it seemed to us to
it in the direction of the city's growth instead be very neat, and appropriate to the purpose
of going to the south ena and trying to make it was for. Another thing we observed was,
that the wording of the notice was much more
tho city grow backwards.
The distance of the new site from the water simple and to the point, than that of former
mains leading from the reservoirs, and the classes. In fact, you arc about the best f1·eshheight of the locatiout will prev<'nt the col- ma11 class there has been hero since ~7 4 were
lege from obtaining a good supply of water. new nud green.
1

•
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them, are dissatisfied with the choice of a new
site for the college which the committee of the
trustees have made. . This impression is an erroneous one. The majority of the students,
far from doubting, as the TABLET does, the
"wisdom" of the committee in purchasing the
site they have, believe that they have made •
the best selection possible."
P.
Now the writer of the above ma.y have
meant well, and thought that he was talking
of something he knew a little about, yet he is
in thewrong, not we. We have canvassed the
the opinions of the students with regard to
the matter, and it presents a a startling majority against the site chosen, and maintains our
THE SOPHOMORE CREW.
former statement in full force. Some of the
At the last meeting of the Sophomore class, reasons why the opinion is such, may be found
a boat crew was formed, consisting of the fol- in another column.
lowing men: Buffington, bow; Clark, SwenLENTEN SERl\IONS.
son, C. C. Bulkley, Chas. Platt, and McLean,
The first of a series of Lenten Sermons
stroke. They intend to row a number of races
on the river this summer, and have already was delivered on Sunday evening, Mor. 2d, in
begun to train for that purpose. They are St. John's church, by the Rev. Pres. Jackson.
all of them well matched and will no doubt In an historico-philosophical discourse of rare
make a good crew, able to give "a strong pull, beauty, the preacher presented "The Church
as appointed by the Lord to maintain Hh
and a long pull, and a pull altogether."
Conflict with sin in all ages." The second of
THE FRESmlAN CREW.
the series was preached the next ~unday eveSeventy-six has come to the conclusion that ning, by the Rev. Prof. Huntington, whoso
their position in college must be maintained · discourse was upon " The Conflict of the
by the formation of a crew, consisting of Er- Church with the impatience of due authority."
win, bow; Brigham, Skinner, Cameron, SutThe series is the same as that heard in our
ton, and Du Bois, stroke. They intend to own chapel during Lent, and has been listened
row with the Sophomores, and with the Uu(- to, with great and unusual attention.
versity six, and of course expect to beat them,
The remaining sermons of the series will be
tremendously. They are training very hard, delh·ered on the succeeding Sunday evenings,
and the "captain" has shut down on gravy, as well as in College Chapel on the afternoon
pfokles and pastry, and made gymnasium ex- of the same day. They will be as follows:
ercise compulsory.
"'l,he conflict .with undue exaltation of intellect," by the Rev. Prof. Hart. "The conflict
We clipped the following from the Hartford
with the spirit of expediency," by the Rev.
Uourant of Saturday, March 1st.
Prof. Johnson. "The conflict with lukewarmTHE COLLEGE SITE.
ness, and shallowness in religion," by the
To the Editor of The Oourant :Rt. Re~., the Bishop; and the last on "The
u The artiefe from the TRINITY TABLET
which you reprinted in yeste1·day's Oourant conflict with the materialism of the age," by
is, as you said, calculated to give the impress- the Rev. Dr. Meier-Smith, pastor of St. John's
ion that the students, 01· nt least a majority of : chm·ch.
BOATING.-THE UNIVEllSITY CREW.

'rhere has already sprung tt p in college a
healthful interest in boating matters, and this
interest felt as it is by all, gives us the hope
that something now will certainly be done,
and that it will not all end in smoke.
The University crew have already been
chosen, though some few unimportant changes
may be made. They are as follows: W. H.
Bulkley, bow ; Burke, W. A. Platt, Kane,
Chase, and McKennan, stroke. 'l,he crew
have already begun to train, keeping early
hours and exercising daily.

,
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PARTICLES. PERSONALS.
SMITH, '28. Henry G. Smith's address is
At last w·e have got a motto for our sanctum
Memphis, Tenn.
door. 'Tis this: "Mebbe you don't petter
S HORT, '33 . Rev. D . H . SI1ort , D , D., I1as have lofe round here when you don't got some
a parish in Northfield, Coi:in,
peesness, ain't it ? "--Freshman motto translated:
"6laves to honor." Some of them
STOUGHTON, '38. N. C. Stoughton's address
is L'::msingburgh, N. Y.
had better lµ.y off for awhile as they have got
PRESTON, '43. The Rev. Thomas s. Pres- honor enough.--The G. T. had a little gathton, pastor of St. Ann's church, has recently ering on Monday. Did you hear the noise?
b~en raised to the Vicar Generalship of the --A certain Freshman says ho believes in
diocese of New y ork.
. "spirit rappings" now, as some intoxicated
individuals rapped on his door the other eveJOHNSON, '54. The Rev. George D. Johnning.--Tho ivy, which has clung so long
son recently read an historical essay about
and tightly to the walls of old Browr.ell, has
the Rev. Samuel Johnson. D. D., before the
been cut down. The students are therefore
Historico-Genealogical ociety of Hartford.
gathering pieces to make historical canes, but
ELY, '64. Joseph Field Ely, salutatorian oh J the vine is s~ crooked.--Boardingof the class of 1864, died Feb. 14th, in Brook- house scene. First ~an, (to the one helping
lyn, N. Y., Alt. 27.
prunes.) "Say there, give me more GenDYER, '70. Arthur Dyer has accepted an tiles!" Second man. "More what?" First.
appointment to deliver the poem before t)le " Why, Gentiles, you needn't think you can
Connecticut Beta of the Phi Beta Kappa at palm all the Jews (juice) off on me."--One
the next commencement.
of those dignified seniors recently asked in
FISKE, '70. G. 'McC. Fiske read Washing- recitation: "Doctor, how much does a pound
ton's farewell address, at the celebration at of Oxygen weigh? ''--A. certain senior is
Burlington College, on Feb. 22d.
prepared to teach the "young idea how to
HART, '70. George Hart was recently grad- shoot,"-when he gets the class cup.--Neruated at the New York Medical College. His vous senior hearing a sophomore singing in
thesis ou the "Transfusion of Blood" took the section. I wish H Mollie would put her
the third place in the rank for excellence, in little hand in his if it would only stop his bola class of 104.
lowing. "--Brass "meddling" ( medaling)
CHASE, '73. H. J. Chase has rejoined his cahied on by a Brownell .Hall Freshman.
class, after six mouth's absence, teaching. Boiler making in next door.--The dulcet
RAFTERY, '73. 0. H. Raftery, has taken strains of either flute or flageolet may be
c1mrge of 4}
. , 1e H'1gI1 Schoo1 a t Norti I Couway, daily heard proceeding from 32 B. H., while
. .
~ - ~
k
wH Bt ,
d 40 B. H. boasts a cornet, 2,5 B. H. a v10l111,
N . II ., 1or a 1ew -wee s, as . . a cs, 72 an
.
f J
.
. .
.
L ~ Wat erman '71 , tl1e regu1ar t eac11ers tl1ere , 1 and one
. of the sections o . arv1s, reJ01ces m
. k.
' , a cabmet
are l1ot11 sic
. . organ, and besides we arc sure
,
.
;there 1s a '' drum" somewhere around. Truly;
WRIGHT, 74. Geo. E. Wright has gone "There's music in the air."--Particle wants
into the tea and coffee business, with E. H. to know why the Trustees take such a sight
Garbutt & Co., 45 Warren street, New York. (site) of trouble about the new location.-CuRTis, '75. William E. Curtis Jr. has been A freshman remarked of a friend who had very
conipolled to leave college for awhile OH ac- long fPct, ·' If so much had not been doubled
count of ill health.
under him, he would have been ,·ery tall."
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OOLLEGE OLiPPINGS.
BOWDOIN.

The Freshmen h'lVe received a letter from the
Harvard Freshmen, inquiring if they intend to send
a crew to the next regatt?. We understand that
th~y have decided not lo do so. A challenge from
th~ Harvard Freshman nine has been accepted by
them.
B. wa~ evidently feeling very happy the other
day, and he explttined in this wise, " I'm a ce-helebratin' Birthington's W ashdu.y."
A graduate, recounting the exploits of his college days, ~aid he once "confiscated" a calf, and
holding on to his tail ra~ed over the campus. " I tell
you it was quite a team," concluded graduate, "Evidently," replied his fair friend, '"and the team, too,
wu.s harnessed tandem." - Orient.

gentlemen will do well to mend their ways, or they
will be like thP. poor figure outside the window, suspended from college." Conspicuous absences from
our ranks to-day intimate that this old ndmonition
has not recently Leen heeded.-Dartmouth.
IJARVARD.

The next number of the Adt,ocate will be edited
by the new board.
A Senior was met on the Flag Pole Delta by
two Englishmen who were visiting Cambridge.
Inquiring Englishman.-Will you kindly tell me
what thRt inscription is on the flag pole?
Student (reading).-" Washington, 1776."
Englishman.-Ah ! some one connectE>,d with the
College?
We vouch for the truth of the above.-.Advocate.
The above is the only .. atom" we have seen for
COLUMBIA.
some time, which does not involve a poor pun.
The boat club has addressed a begging circular
The Magenta is a succes.~, and is fully as good
to the alumni. A new ob~ervatory has been erect-. as its Harvard contemporary.
ed on the college ground:a.
HOBART.
Professor of Mechanics.-h Without reference to
The Sentinel's recent encounter with Cornell
the parallelogram of forcer1, Mr. C., give me a prac- seems to have cooked it. The victory was won ;
tical illu~tration of the principle that the tendency but at the seeming expense of all its energy. It
of a couple is to produce rotation.''
is very heavy in its style and evidently htts to work
l\Ir. C. (promptly)-" Why, sir, in all the Strauss hard to "fill up.'~
waltzes."
Washington's birthday was celebrated wilb great
Motto for a schoolmaster's switch-" Out and eclat.
come agair,."
MICHIGAN.

Abandoned charilcters.-FoundUngs.
One advantage of an old maid-Perpetual ,elfpfJ,session.- Cap and Gown,.
CORNELL.

The Era is very stal~, flat, and unprofitable.
The only interest which it ever arouses is obtained
hy squabbling, and the fact that it can find no one
to pick a quarrel with, may account for its insipidity. Nothing, however, ean pardon it~ insertion of
so puerile un article ns " The Cornell Scientific
Junior." Its last vagary is a proposal for H convention of college editors.
DARTMOUTH.

Dartmouth devotes the income of over $05,000
to her "indigent" students.-Ez.
Many years ngo an effigy hung from a window
in Dartinoulh Hall as the students were going to
prayers. The only allu~ion Presid,,nt Lord made
to it in the chapel wa-1 in thi~ wise: "Some young

In the fol1owing tender strain does the Ohronicle
speak of its profossors:" But there are certain irregularities of temperament in some of our professors, of which, as they
are l!"public annoyance, and quite under the control
of the individuals mentioned, we think we have an
undoubted right to speak. These irregularities
manifest themselves to the detriment of the student,
but st.ill oftener to the discredit of the man who is
afflicted by them. They appear like hidoous deformities ~tanding. out in bold relief from a background that is gratifying to look upon "; and more
in the sa1~e strain. W c doubt both the policy and
the ju:-tice of this sort of thing.
Prof.-Mr. F., would you call a horse n J1igher or
lower concE>pt? Senior, without hesitation.-A
hight'r concept. Prof.-What you <'all pony?
Senior, indistinctly-That depends upon how you
look at it. General tumult.- Cltronicle.
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SYRACUSE.
LIST OF EXOHANGES.
This promising youug university has just inauThe College Oourant, Nt:-w Hann, Ct.
gurated Dr. Winchell as Chancellor, and starts out Albion Coll., l\lich., .Annalist.
under him on a prosperous basis. If the appear- Amherst Coll , Amher:lt, Mass, Amherst Smdent.
ance of the Herald is an imliration of the thrift of Antiorh ColJ., YeUow Spf'ings, 0., Antlocht"on.
the institution, we predict a .brilliant future for it.
Blackburn Univ., Carlinville, lll., Blocklnirn Gazette.
Y.ALE.
Bowdoin ColJ., Brunswick, l\Ie., Orient.
All the college publications are at swords points Brown Univ., Providence, R. I., Bru,nonian.
with the city papers.
Bates Coll., Lewiston, Maine, Bates Student.
The Lit exactly fulfils our idea of a good college Canadian Lit. Inst., Woodstock, Ont., Tgro.
magazine. It stands at the head of student jour- Chicago Univ., Chicago, JJl., Volante.
nalism in America.
Columbia ColJ., New York City, Oop and Gown.
One of the coUege deacons, while on a bum at CorneU Univ., Ithaca, N. Y., Oornell Ero.
Redcliffe':.,1, thought he would have some '' small Dalhousie Coll., H1:1lifax, N. S., Dalhousie Gazette.
cakPs, composed chiefly of almonds and sugar," Dartmouth Coll., Hanover, N. H., Dartmouth.
with his ice-cream; so he confidently asks the wai- Denison CoU., GranvilJe, Ohio, Denison Oollegi,an.
ter for " some of those quadroons."
Hamilton Coll., Clinton, N. Y., Hamilton Lit. Mag.
The worst punster in Yale i;ays thut his puns are Harvard Coll., Cam bridge, l\lasB., Harvard Advocate,
like a loose coat--very easy to get off.
J.lfagenta.
The Sermon last Sundtty in the chapel, on the Hobart Coll., Geneva, N. Y., Hobart &ntinel.
translation of Enoch, sugge:.,1ted the following to a IJl. Wesleyan University, Bloomington, Ill., .AlumSenior, who woke up his next neighbor nnd asked
11i Journal:
him: '' Why is Elijah's translation to be preferred Iowa State Uuiv., Iowa City, Iowa, Univerlitg Reto that of Enoch ?" Other Senior gaped and
porter.
didn't know. '"'Cause he was translated with Lafayette Coll., Easton, Penn .• Lafayette 11/onthlg.
ponies."-Record.
Lewisbur~ Univ., Lewisburg, Pa., Oollege Herald.
A "puTp'.' followed the seniors into lecture last l\Ia<lison Univ., Hamilton, N. Y., Madisonensis.
week. Prof. N. looked up and remarked that the Michigan Univ., Ann Arbor, Mich., Ohront"cle.
senior cla~s could receive no accessions after the Madi::on, Wis., UnicerBitg Press.
beginning of the second term; and directed the Ohio Wesle) an Univ., Delaware, Ohio, Western
removal of the neophite.-Courant.
Oollegi,an.
lllISCELL.A.NEOUS.
Our Lady of Angels Sem., of Suspension Bridge,
The Freshman crew this year is the heaviest by
N. Y., Index Niogarensis.
which Brown has ever been rep~ented. Thtir Packer Univ., Brooklyn, N. Y., Packer Quarterly.
weight is, however, not disproportionate to their de- Princeton CoJI., Princeton, N. J., Nassau L,'t. Mag.
velopment in other respects.-Brunonian.
Racine Coll., Rttcine, Wi~., College Mercury.
Vassar has 387 students.
Ripon Co']., Ripon, Wis., Colltge .Dogs.
We recommend the following by way of enco~r- Rutgers CoU., New Brunswick, N. J., 'l'argum.
agement. In the class of '70 at Yale, the average Santa Clara Coll., Santa Clara, Cul., Owl.
expense of each student was $1,066, and in that Shurtleff Coll., U pptr Alton, Ill., Qui Vive.
of '71, $1,002. $32,500 was the extreme.-.Ez.
Syracuse Univ., SyracuRe, N. Y., Universi'ty Herald.
W ttbash College, lodiana, has been delivered of Union Coll., Schenectady, N. Y., Union Coll. Mag.,
a student's paper. It has been christened the GepSpectator.
1er, and it spouts a very muddy stream at vresent. Virginill Uuiv., Charlotttsville, Va., Va. lJniv. Mag.
The Western Collegian heads a recent article, Wabash College, I ndiann, Geg,er.
" Does College Advertisement~ pay ?" If it is Washington Univ .• St. Louis, l\Io., Irr1°ng Union.
asked as a conundrum, we gh·e it up ; but would Weeleynn Univ., Middletown, Ct., Cc,/l~ge Argus.
like to suggest that a moderlltt:-ly accurate acquaint- Wt-stern U11h·. ·of J>H., l'itt:olrnrgh,; I'll., College
ance with English Grammnr dou pay.
Joiinzal.
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Williams Coll., Williamstown, )lass., Williams Revieu,, Williams Vidette.
Yale Coll., New Haven, Ct., Yale Lit. Mag., Yale
C'ourant, Yale Record.
City Papers, Hartford, Ct.
Okurch and State, New York City, (Box 6009.)
Gazette and Reporter, New York City, (41 Park
Row.)
OMcago Schoolmaster, Normal, 111.
True Woman, LHncaster, Pa.
Vassar Coll., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Vassar Miscellany.
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Bv GEORGE T. BALCH,
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRA 1 IONS~
ONE ELEGANT VOLUME Q..UARTO, 500 PAGES,

Specialty.

PRICE $10.00·

The balance of the Edition of the above valuable
work is now in our hands for sale at the above price.
As it is not stereotyped, another edition will never,
probably, be printed, and copies will be in demand at
a much advanced cost.
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Are now prepared to receive orders for the best
varieties of

Importers of and Dealers in
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and other
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WATCHES, CLOCKS,
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Booksellers €.:3 Stationers,
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W. H. GROSS.

F. A. BROWN.
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W AT C H ES & J EWELRY,
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FANCY BAKERY & LUNCH ROOMS
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WAITERS

~ Particular

AND

MUSIC

FuaNJ8HED,

attention given to getting up

College "Spreads."

The Park Drug Store.
S TIMULATED by the liberal patronage
our Trinity friends have extended us, and by
the gentlemanly bearing of all it has been our
pleasure to meet, we feel especially desirous of
pleasing them and in every way anticipating their
wants. We shall make it our aim to have our
stock complete in all its details, and to sell at
reasonable prices. This Winter, in connection
with our usual varieties at Mineral Waters, we
shall introduce a novelty,

HoT SooA,
Which we know you will appreciate.

GEO.

SAUNDE R S

Try it.

& CO.,

159 ASYLUM STREET,
CORNER OF FORD.

